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Ladies and Gentlemen- on the auspicious occasion of 3rth Annual Day Celebration I
Welcome you all. I feel elated to present to you the Annual Report of the School. I am proud
to announce that previous two years have been very exciting and rewarding for the school &
for me also in terms of annual results and the performances in other extracurricular
activities. Dear Parents, you might be very much aware, our school which is affiliated to CBSE
is constantly stressing on school education to innovate and diversify our efforts to hammer
out the best staff for the country’s development.
It gives me immense pleasure to inform you that our school staff and the management is
fine tuned with each other to give ample exposure to your children academic wise along
with considerable stress on extracurricular activities. Our students are being exposed to the
latest pedagogy patterns either by inviting educationists to deliver lectures or by sending
staff to attend such workshops/seminars. To make students mentally & physically active and
fit we’ve adopted a fixed pattern to arrange lectures, debates, sports activities, drawing &
painting competitions, Quizzes & so on …….
Now, Before embarking upon the performance of the school this year, I may like to
refresh your memories about the origin of this big (chain) of Institutions. The founder Mr.
Hakim Singh Tyagi a well-known Educationist wanted to serve the people so, He decided to
complete his mission through imparting education to younger generation & hence the birth
of this school.
The school was started in 2015 with 100 the strength. The strength went on increasing yr.
after yr. due to Zeal which the family put behind it. Now the strength is approximately 400.
Infrastructure :- The school has a sprawling area comprising more than 2 acres of land
as you see. The eco-friendly environment with Japanese Grass lawn, flowering and nonflowering flora, without any hassles or any kind of threat to the safety of the students. Our
building comprises almost about 30 rooms and 6 toilet blicks and a- separate Admin Block.
The School is meticulously following the practice of teacher-parents monthly
meetings to discuss the problems of the students. This practice has helped us in assessing the
areas of strength & weakness for applying corrective measures. I request those who miss
such meetings to ensure their attendance without fail. It is collective efforts of parents &
teachers to achieve the desired results.

At the end, I would like to sound a word of caution to the parents. You all may agree
that advanced technology has invaded your houses and bedrooms through television,
internet & mobile phones. These facilities are double edged weapons and often have
dangerous edge towards the young minds. These young minds are prone to sensational
experiences like robberies murders, suicides, drug addiction, criminal assaults-rape cases &
so-on which need constant and careful monitoring. We, on our part, are on guards during the
school time, But the students remain with you parents for the remaining 18 hrs. We are not
shirking our responsibilities but we want to share it with you, dear parents.
What we’ve assessed is students are not ambitious (due to this) they lack vision & targets. So
this has to change. And this is for us teachers and the parents to awaken the youth to realise
the challenges ahead.
With this thought I am closing the Annual Report. Kindly acknowledge my thanks for
coming in a large number to our function which shows your love & affection for this
Institution. Thank You very much ladies & Gentlemen.

Thank you very much
Ladies & Gentlemen

